STANDARDS
World Customs’ Organization (WCO)
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Modern Border Management will

SAFE Standard of Frameworks where

facilitate legitimate trade and ensure
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safety and security from a multi-agency
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KGH Border Services is an
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independent consulting department
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within KGH Group, assisting
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Government agencies with

refers to the accreditation concept

implementation of state-of-the-art

used by the European Union. The AEO

Border Management Solutions.

status can be given to any economic

Accreditation

operator meeting the following

and Border Management

common criteria: customs compliance,
appropriate record-keeping, financial
solvency and, where relevant, security
and safety standards.

MUTUAL RECOGNITION
When implementing accreditation
schemes it is important to consider
international mutual recognition efforts
to facilitate border crossing.
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Accreditation
CR E AT I NG V AL U E FO R G O V E RNM ENT S, T R AD E AN D T R AV E L E RS
COMPANIES
BENEFITS
For trade

In a world where global trade constantly increases
safety and security is a challenge for Border

 Predictability

Agencies. To address this different concepts of

 Trade facilitation - locally and
globally

‘safety and security’ have been introduced in many

 Fewer inspections

parts of the world to increase the safety and

 Customized simplifications

security of the supply chain.

 Improved supply chain
security

Companies can be accredited which means the

The accreditation process ensures that their practices

STANDARDS
WCO SAFE

are acceptable and meet the required standards. The

AEO

accreditation gives a company simplifications and the

Accreditation should meet

Government information of which companies that are
compliant and cooperative. The control resources can

recognized guidelines
and standards to enable
mutual recognition.

then be focused on the non compliant.

quality of their routines, security standards and

For travellers
 Predictability
 Faster and smoother border
crossing
 Information related to border
crossings more accessible

compliance are reviewed and certified by the
authorities.

accreditation for trade and travel

 Improved supply chain
security

travellers. By offering travellers the possibility to

travellers with no criminal records who meet the

 Increased transparency and
integrity

accredited travellers. By using accreditation and

 Better results and increased
revenue
 Better information for risk
management
 More efficient use of
resources

your business, we work
to complement our skills
and we tailor our expertise
to meet your needs.

become accredited, trustworthy and compliant

 Mutual recognition with other
accreditation programs
globally

 Improved trader compliance

Our service is focused on
with independent partners

TRAVELLERS
The concept of accreditation can also be applied on

For government

SOLUTIONS

requirements set by the authorities can become

state-of-the-art technology, accredited travellers can
benefit from fast and predictable border crossings.

PROCESSES
Accreditation is closely
linked to other processes
such as IT, Security,
Controls and Risk
Management.

